
Sire Lequel produces daughters with plenty of dairy

strength with well attached udders

Incredible longevity in the maternal line

Epervier’s dam is 17 years old and has produced more

than 124,000 kg of milk

Outcross for well-known French bloodlines

Contributes width but also dairy strength, with breed-

typical muscularity

36980 • Epervier
Lequel x Grain D'or • aAa: 516432

Breeder: GAEC Bernard Verjus, Saffloz, Frankrijk
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BULL INFORMATION

Name Epervier

Herdbook number FR 3932841733

A.I.-code 36980

aAa code 516432

colour RB

Breed 100% MON

 

Date of birth 2009-01-29

Kappa Casein AA

Beta Casein A2/A2

Cow family

Straw colour Geel

Lequel 

Hector 

Beryl 

Ignor  

1 282d 7309 kg 3.03% 3.15%
2 324d 8732 kg 3.01% 3.00%
3 291d 9730 kg 3.24% 3.05%
4 268d 9211 kg 3.09% 3.00%
5 387d 13718 kg 3.09% 2.90%
6 533d 14663 kg 3.33% 3.10%
7 263d 9228 kg 3.27% 2.80%

Grain D'or 

Fiesta  

1 293d 5608 kg 4.07% 3.57%
2 302d 5708 kg 3.87% 3.61%

Epervier is the son of Lequel, known for his dairy-typical daughters. The daughters of Lequel have excellent udder balance
and texture and are well attached. His daughters are average in terms of size and are predominately red in colour.

The dam of Epervier is Ignorante, who is a daughter from Grain D’Or (golden grain). She reached the ripe age of 17 years
old and produced more than 124,000 kg of milk. On average she produced more than 30 kilo per day and that in the region
where the famous cheese Comté comes from and where hay and not silage is used.

The expectations are that Epervier will primarily be used as an enhancer for milk production and conformation, especially
when it comes to improving the udders. In addition Epervier is an outcross bull from, by far, the most well-known breeding
line in the Montbéliarde breed. He comes from a region where breeding is done especially with bulls that are known for
their long life without problems. In addition to depth in the frame, Epervier can also add milk type. The first calves show an
above average meat yield.
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